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Abstract
To handle the complex and flexible manufacturing of today it is vital to have well functional information systems
for the operators so that they know when, what and where to assemble. The current designs of assembly work
instructions differ much between companies, but also between plants within the same company. The
digitalization trends and initiatives such as Industry 4.0 show the manufacturing industry the advantages to
incorporate new methods and tools into their businesses. Even though manufacturing IT systems are designed
to be adaptive to product and volume changes, they are still widely characterized by their rigid structures.
Making large changes to manufacturing IT systems with comprehensive structures is complex and requires
large amounts of resources. Therefore, it is important for the manufacturing companies to make the correct
investments. In previous studies, two current state analyses have been conducted with the aim to map
manufacturing engineering processes and IT systems producing assembly work instructions in a mass
customization context. This paper presents results from the third part of a longitudinal study which focuses on
identifying operators’ information needs in manual assembly of heavy vehicles. This third study aims to identify
the information gap between the current state and the wanted state by assessing information needs at 13
assembly stations in three plants belonging to a global production network. The purpose is to identify design
requirements for future assembly information systems enabling the practical use of the digitalization.
Keywords:
Manufacturing systems, assembly information systems, cognitive automation, cognitive ergonomics,
digitalization, Industry 4.0

information needs in manual assembly of heavy duty
trucks, engines and transmissions.
This paper is organized as follows: The first section
presents an introduction to research area elaborating about
the digitalization trend; the second section presents the
frame of reference for this study; the third section presents
the methodology used in this study; the fourth section
presents the result; the fifth section discusses the key
findings; the sixth and final section presents the main
conclusions of this study and proposes suitable future
research activities.

1 INTRODUCTION
Industry 4.0 has become well known as a concept of the
digitalization of the manufacturing industry. As technology
becomes mature, the manufacturing industry has started to
see the advantage of implementing this concept in
practice. Despite the rapid changes in technology, there
are still large challenges that need to be solved, e.g.
standards/interfaces,
data
security,
data
quality,
visualization, requirements engineering etc. [1,2]. To
enable the ideas of industry 4.0, the industry requires a
technology upgrade focusing on network technology to
enable robust communication throughout the plant and the
enterprise [3].
When it comes to the automotive industry, heavy duty
trucks are characterized by low volumes and high
customization levels which make it challenging to perform
manufacturing preparation in a cost efficient way [4].
Previous research has shown that product variety is
increasing [5,6] which affects productivity [7,8], the
complexity in production [9] and production quality
negatively [10]. These factors are difficult to handle in
present manufacturing infrastructures. Manufacturing
companies that have conducted heavy acquisitions in the
past are at greater risks in terms of integration of business
entities as well as processes and systems [11–13]. To be
able to implement promising digitalization concepts in
practice, the manufacturing companies need to be mature
and susceptible for such changes. Therefore, it is important
to understand the structural needs of these companies.
Previous studies have focused on how assembly work
instructions are produced in multi-nationals [14] and how
these assembly work instructions are used in practice [15].
Furthermore, these studies have also shown that there are
large improvement potentials in current assembly
information systems.
This paper presents results from the third part of a
longitudinal study which focuses on identifying operators’

2 ASSEMBLY INFORMATION SYSTEMS
An information system is designed to “get the right
information to the right people at the right time in the right
amount and in the right format” [16]. In assembly
processes, the information system plays an important role
as it contains all vital data for executing the assembly. All
data in such a system is originated from the manufacturing
engineering process which covers material handling,
process development, process planning and other
preparatory activities taking place before start of production
[17]. Together, the information system and the
manufacturing engineering process form the assembly
information system which is in this research used to define
the information flow through the manufacturing engineering
process and throughout production.
Information support to operator in manual assembly
Assembly errors increase if the components or the
assemblies are complex and difficult to join [18]. Therefore,
it is necessary to have support functions in place to guide
the operator in the work. In manual assembly, the key to
achieve high production quality is to enable a proper
knowledge sharing from product design to production
through assembly work instructions as part of the assembly
information system. The challenge with such instructions is
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that operators are highly different in terms of skills,
experience, age, language etc. which make it difficult to
design instructions that match the diversity of the operator
workforce [19]. When deciding which support tools to use
in assembly, it is from recent studies suggested that it is
important to consider the time space flexibility meaning that
different support tools have different strengths depending
on which performance measures that are in focus [20].
In general, operators do have the necessary information
available during the assembly work; however, such
information is not always formulated in a suitable manner
which affects the operator’s ability to correctly navigate
through provided assembly work instructions. As a
consequence, the operator loses its focus and miss
important information which affects production quality [21].
In theory, it is suggested that focus should be put on the
information quality rather than on the amount of
information. Such information needs to be accurate,
complete, current, timely and relevant. In terms of
communicating the same information, it is important to
choose an adequate information carrier and to assure that
the information is communicated on the correct detail level
and clarity [22]. Such information is also designed and
structured accordingly to the principles of cognitive
ergonomics, meaning that the it provides the necessary
feedback to minimizing incorrect actions [23].
According to Rasmussen [24], skill-, rule-, and knowledge
based performance are three common levels of
performance which emerge when assessing behavior of an
human operator. Therefore, it is needed that assembly
information is structured in such a way that it reflects the
cognitive process of the operator. If the information is
reflecting the cognitive processes of the operator,
performance and satisfaction could be increased which
also affects cycle time and cost reduction in production
[25]. When it comes to the design of information in an
assembly information system, the design requirements are
different depending on system constraints such as cycle
time length and variety levels and others. The more
complex work situation, the more instructional information
would be required by the operator. This have implications
on both content and carriers in terms of assembly work
instructions [26].

virtual simulation [31] and other activities within the area of
virtual manufacturing. These methods contribute to make
production more flexible, efficient and more reliable as the
chain between product design and production becomes
more intact. These methods do also contribute to
improvements of the work cell as they include the operator
as a parameter in the process. Virtual manikins have in at
least one study been used to test automatically generated
assembly work instructions through simulating the
assembly sequence. One benefit of such an approach is to
be able to set production parameters in much earlier
phases than today [32].
Devices enabling technologies such as augmented reality
(AR) and virtual reality (VR) provide the possibilities to
present assembly information to operators in new ways,
expanding the opportunities to provide cognitive support.
Some studies have been conducted [33], but there is still
much research needed to fully incorporate the potentials
from virtual technologies in the manufacturing industry.
Moreover, as the introduction of new information
technologies increases, there are needs for new
information systems which can contribute with structure
and efficiency to enable the fully potential of the technology
[34].
3 METHODOLOGY
This study has been carried out at a global case company
with a global production network, GPN, consisting of 40
producing units. The case company produces heavy duty
trucks under different brands with extreme customization
levels as well as engines and transmissions. The
investigation focuses on identifying main enablers and
functionalities for future assembly information systems.
The study follows a qualitative approach where operators,
production technicians and other functions belonging to the
manufacturing engineering organization at the case
company have been interviewed. To be able to choose a
suitable number of assembly and preassembly stations,
both the global and local manufacturing engineering
organization participated in the study:
1. Relevant assembly activities that are characteristically
for assembly of heavy vehicles and heavy vehicles
components have been identified.
2. On basis of the assembly activities, 13 assembly and
preassembly stations have been chosen in three
different plants within the same GPN.
The three chosen plants in the GPN are:

Manual assembly and the digitalization focus
The focuses on the digitalization in governmental strategic
plans across the world reflect the ongoing activities both in
academia and industry. As researchers suggest that cyberphysical assembly systems can provide improved
production performance [27], there are new possibilities of
implementing new technology to support operators in
manual assembly. Already a decade ago, industry started
to implement smart sensors in their production to improve
traceability which in earlier research has been suggested to
increase the collaborative, flexible and responsive
characteristics
of
manufacturing
systems
which
continuously become more complex every day [28].
To better cope with variety and frequent updates in the
assembly information systems, digital assembly work
instructions would be better suited for such circumstances.
Furthermore, to be able to increase mobility and flexibility
in assembly work, mobile devices are well suited
information carriers [26]. This has also been shown in
previous research which indicated improved production
quality when assembly work instructions were presented on
mobile devices instead of on fixed computer screen. One
suggested reason behind this result is that the operator is
keen of using the supplied information if it is more
accessible at the work cell [29].
Additionally, technology development has come far in order
to create new methods to perform virtual training [30],



Plant A - Cab & Vehicle assembly



Plant B - Engine assembly


Plant C - Transmission assembly
In total, 25 operators have been interviewed using a semi
structured interview strategy. Furthermore, 7 production
technicians, production leaders and other manufacturing
engineering roles have also been interviewed to be able to
capture different aspects of the information needs in
manual assembly, see Table 1.
Table 1. In total, 32 persons have been interviewed. One of
the interviewees is working in a global function and
therefore not listed in the table.
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Plants

No. of
Stations

No. of
Operators

No. of Whitecollars

Plant A

6

12

3

Plant B

4

7

2

Plant C

3

6

1

The interview data have later been summarized and
organized as general process enablers and proposed focus
areas for improvements and information detected during
the interviews. The following section presents the collected
data and analysis.

Instruction errors
One of the issues that have been brought up by the
operators is errors in assembly work instructions. 44 % of
the operators across the three plants stated that the
instructions sometime contain errors, especially for rare
product configurations. Even though the amount of errors
has decreased during the last years, only 56 % of the
interviewed operators state that they mostly trust the
information in the assembly work instructions. Additionally,
errors in instructions tend to increase during rebalancing.
Most of the interviewed operators state that they feel
included in the development and correction of instructions.

4

RESULTS: INFORMATION NEEDS IN FUTURE
ASSEMBLY INFORMATION SYSTEMS
The objective of this study has been to identify what the
information needs are in manual assembly work. By
interviewing operators and different functions within
manufacturing engineering, improvement potentials and
enablers for future assembly information systems have
been collected. The data has been analyzed and
categorized to form focus areas which are needed to
improve assembly information quality in future assembly
information systems. Some of the collected data covered
problems in current processes and has been categorized
on basis of the problem types. These problems need to be
emphasized to improve the assembly information system
and to utilize its fully potential. The following sub sections
will present the identified process problems in the current
setup of the assembly information system and focus areas
based on the interviews held.

Updating of instructions
When updating instructions, both for improvements in
terms of adding comments and for correcting errors, it has
during the interviews become evident that at one of the
plants it takes three weeks before a correction is possible
to see in the assembly work instruction. This is due to a
system constrain. This delay cause unnecessary assembly
errors because of errors in the instructions, which have
already been corrected in the assembly information
systems. At all plants, it takes, in general, too long time
until errors are corrected in the assembly work instructions.
Consequently, the amount of temporary instructions is
increasing.

4.1 Process problems in current setup
During the interviews, some of the gathered information
has been categorized as process problems, see Figure 1.
To be able to achieve the intended functionality of the
cognitive support in future assembly information systems,
these problems need to be solved. The information from
the interviews has been categorized in four categories;
Instruction errors; updating of instructions; on-the-job
training; feedback and follow-up.

On-the-job training
On basis of the interviews, education, on-the-job training
and knowledge are important factors when talking about
assembly work and assembly work instructions. All
interviewed operators stated that their initial training has
been provided at the production line where they worked
closely with another operator. No training is provided
before an operator can perform any kind of work on the
production line. Most operators find this as unsatisfactory.
48 % of the operators stated that there is a variety in how
the training is conducted, since operators on the production
line train novice operators. 56 % of the operators said that
they obtain different knowledge because of this variation.
56 % of the operators did also state that operators lack
general knowledge about the work they conduct. This lack
of knowledge affects production quality negatively as
suggested by one of the interviewees who had made
assembly errors which unconsciously affected an operator
some stations later in the production line.

Problem area #1

Instruction
errors

Problem area #2

Feedback and follow-up
According to the general assembly process, when
assembly errors have occurred, the operator should be
notified and be provided with feedback on the incident;
however, at Plant B, 58 % of the operators stated that this
feedback is not provided or is very sporadic.

Updating of
instructions

Current
state

Problem area #3

4.2 Focus areas to improve information quality
Based on the interview data, three focus areas have been
defined during the data analysis, see Figure 2. The data
from the three plants differ as the products they produce
differ in terms of complexity. Additionally, the cycle times
are much higher for truck assembly than engine and
transmission assembly which also affect the operator
needs of cognitive support. The truck assembly plant uses
one assembly information system where the assembly
work instructions are paper based, while the engine and
transmission plants uses another assembly information
system which also presents the assembly work instructions
in a digital format.

On-the-job
training

Usage

Work
difficulty

Quality

Problem area #4

problems

Feedback
and
follow-up

Figure 1. Four problems areas are identified on basis of the
data analysis, which are classified as enablers of future
assembly information systems.

Assembly information match
One of the main questions during the interviews has been
to identify what assembly information operators need to
conduct their assembly work. Since the plants produce
different product types, the data from the interviews differ.
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In general, the assembly information demands at the truck
assembly plant (Plant A) are higher due to longer cycle
times and high product variety. In general, there is miss
match between usage of information and the need of
information. Too much information is presented to the
operators. In Plant A, 83 % of the interviewed operators
stated that they are only searching for specific information
while at Plant A and Plant B the number is lower at 54 %.

information provided in the assembly work instructions.
Experienced
operators
suggested
that
standard
information that mostly is the same for each product should
not be shown. Instead, the focus should be put on the
information belonging to the varying part numbers.
Adjustable information amounts in the assembly work
instructions would decrease the unnecessary time spent
searching for needed information and reduce the amount
of assembly errors in terms of missed/wrong part which is
stated as one of the most occurring issue. Individualized
and dynamic assembly information is also support by
several of the interviewees from manufacturing
engineering.

Focus area #1

Assembly
information
match

Structure and visualization
In Plant A, most interviewed operators raised concerns
about the structure, logic and visualization of the assembly
work instructions. In this plant, the assembly work
instructions contain large amounts of information that are
seldom or never used by the operators. Therefore, it
becomes difficult for the operators to navigate through the
assembly work instructions. Nearly half of the interviewed
operators in Plant A suggested that the language in the
instructions is too technical and difficult to comprehend.
Therefore, assembly work instructions are difficult to use by
novice operators. In Plant B and C, the operators are in
general satisfied with the structure of their assembly work
instructions which are short and lack the unnecessary
information provided in Plant A. The operators, did
however agree to the fact that the instructions are difficult
for novice operators to interpret and use.

Focus area #2

Individualized
and dynamic

Improved
assembly
information

Focus area #3

Structure and
visualization

Figure 2. Three focus areas are defined on basis of the
data analysis, which contributes to improved assembly
information.
Today, basic assembly information, containing attributes
such as Product ID, part number, part name, quantity, is
provided in the assembly work instructions together with
comments and descriptions are provided to the operators.
However, in a recent study based on the same sample of
assembly stations, it has been shown that much of the
provided information in the assembly work instructions is
rarely used, especially in Plant A [15]. information that is
real-time based, sequenced, indicating where to assemble,
how to assemble, changes, common problems with
solutions, general knowledge about the assembly task and
increased mobility, are requested in future assembly
information systems. The right amount of information,
when it is needed, is the most fundamental need stated
during the interviews. The main part of the current
assembly information provided is text based. Operators did
also request higher availability of pictures in their assembly
work instructions that could be used for quality control and
educational purposes. Additionally, operators asked for
improved feedback functionality from the assembly
information system e.g. electric nutrunners which send
feedback on actual torque value.
Individualized and dynamic assembly information
The need for assembly information varies due to different
experience among the operators and has been stated
during the operator interviews. One operator stated that
“the instructions are too extensive for experienced
operators and too poor for novices”. Therefore, the
satisfactory level of the assembly information is generally
low. Several operators suggested that there should be a
possibility for the operator to choose the detail level of the
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5 DISCUSSION
This study has investigated current assembly information
systems with the purpose of identifying change requests in
what information that should be provided to the operators
in manual assembly and how future assembly information
system should be designed to offer better cognitive support
to the operators. The identified problem areas limit the
possibility to successfully develop a future assembly
information system and needs to be solved prior to such an
implementation. The focus areas defined, are suggested to
improve assembly information in manual assembly and
production quality.
Today, production quality is affected by incidents caused
by missed/forgotten parts, wrong parts, assembly on wrong
positions, assembly errors, negligence and technical
issues. Additionally, since the product variety is high in the
plants, there is limited time for adjustments throughout the
assembly cycle.
At one of the plants, most of the operators stated that there
is too much information provided in their assembly work
instructions. This affects the ability of the operators to
quickly identify the needed assembly information for that
assembly task. As the amount of information in the
assembly work instructions A in general is too high, an
optimal structure of the instructions is therefore even more
important to provide the cognitive support as intended. On
the other hand, at the other plants in the sample, the
structure and visualization of the assembly work
instructions are not well-suited for novice operators as they
provide no guidance on how the task should be executed.
This is one of the reasons many operators choose to rely
on their experience and other operators’ experience and
not continuously read the assembly work instructions. This
is supported in literature which suggests that all necessary
information most often is provided, but does not
necessarily stimulating attention and the so called
information seeking process [21]. To improve the usage of
the instructions, they need to be better structured and
visualized to support the operator when needed rather than

being an additional disturbance in their assembly work.
From a recent study, a list of attributes presenting available
assembly information at the same sample stations showed
that a majority of the information presented is rarely or
never used in practice [15]. This indicate the future
assembly information systems need to better incorporate
better information sharing in terms of information carrier
and suitable information detail level [23,24]. Additionally,
future assembly information systems need to be flexible
towards the choices of how information should be
presented to the operators depending on the constraints of
the assembly situation. Current assembly information
systems are difficult to adjust to changed circumstances
due to the complex infrastructures.
In literature it has been suggested that instead of focusing
of the amount of information, the information quality should
be in focus [22]. The data from this study shows that
information quality needs to be improved in the assembly
work instructions to regain the operators’ trust in provided
assembly information. Furthermore, the process handling
information errors also needs to be improved, shortening
the lead time for problem solving.
Operators did also request more individualized and
dynamic assembly work instructions which is also
supported by manufacturing engineering. The idea of
providing individualized information would decrease nonvalue adding activities in the assembly cycle as the
experienced operator is only requesting assembly
information for rare product configurations and hence,
unfamiliar circumstances. This would indeed support the
fact that cognitive support should be provided on basis of
the complexity of the work station [26] and reflect the
experience of the operator. For the novice operator, this
would imply that assembly information is more detailed in
the beginning and reduced when becoming more
experienced.
During the interviews, much information has been focused
on process problems. Most the operators stated that
current on-the-job training is not preparing the operator for
the specific assembly work to be carried out. To take the
advantage of future assembly information systems,
adequate training needs to be implemented which
considers not only the assembly task itself, but also quality
and product knowledge. This has been suggested by both
operators and from manufacturing engineering, to improve
general knowledge and accountability in work. The training
as such, should be verified through some form of
certification procedure. Training has in literature been
shown to better prepare experienced operators for new
vehicle introductions. Furthermore, virtual training improves
performance compared to traditional operator training [35].
Additionally, the implementation of virtual training could be
used to individually adjust the information content to match
the training records of the operator. Those results clearly
show that proper training processes are vital for stable and
high production quality.
When assembly work instructions contain errors, it affects
the operators’ trust in information. Additionally, if
instructions contain errors, operators tend to rely more on
their experience or coworkers experience. If the lead time
between error correction and updated instructions is too
long, operators do also tend to rely on their experience.
Such consequences undermine the idea of the assembly
information system and the work with cognitive support to
the operator. Future assembly information systems need to
enable feedback from operators throughout the assembly
process in real-time. Additionally, such information needs
to be used in proper follow-up processes to successfully
work with continuous improvements.
The mentioned problem areas and suggested focus areas
which possibly would improve assembly information quality

are important when developing framework and standards
for future assembly information systems. As the initiatives
as the digitalization and industry 4.0 will continue to receive
much focus, it is important to incorporate the industrial
requirements in such initiatives. In such a way, the
suggested performance improvements in cyber-physical
assembly systems [27] can be achieved.
6 CONCLUSION
As the complexity in assembly process continuous to
increase because of longtime increased product variety,
new assembly information systems need to be developed
to address these challenges in a proper way as well as to
be flexible towards future challenges. This study
contributes to the development of future assembly
information systems by investigating information needs in
manual assembly in high product variety environments.
This study has resulted in four identified problem areas:
1. Instruction errors
2. Updating of instructions
3. On-the-job training
4. Feedback and follow-up
which are identified to limit the performance of assembly
systems. The identified problem areas highlight process
problems which need to be solved to be able to implement
the full potential of future assembly information systems.
Moreover, three focus areas have been identified:
1. Assembly information match
2. Individualized and dynamic assembly information
3. Structure and visualization
which are suggested to contribute to improved assembly
information quality, better cognitive support and a better
designed assembly information system. With such a
system in place, the possibilities to provide optimal
cognitive support functionality and assembly information to
operators in manual assembly will be significantly
improved.
6.1 Future work
This study has gathered much data from operators and
engineers which contributes to the understanding of
process problems and information needs in manual
assembly of products which contain unique configurations.
Future work will focus on how other global manufacturing
companies work with assembly information systems and
what challenges the faces in their manual assembly
processes.
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